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As an initiative of the golden jubilee celebrations of Padma SeshadriBalaBhavan in
the year, BalaBhavan Educational Trust along with L&T Eden Park started the third
branch of Padma SeshadriBalaBhavan School at Siruseri. The School was
inaugurated on June 20th 2011 by Dr. (Mrs). Y. G Parthasarathy, Dean and
Director, P.S.B.B Schools with classes from Pre KG up to Std V in the Kindergarten
block with a strength of 170 students. Mrs. Kamala Krishnan with over 20 years of
experience from the KK Nagar branch took over as the Headmistress of the
school. The main block was inaugurated on April 19th 2012. Today the school has
strength of 970 students in classes from Pre Kg to StdX.
The new branch of PSBB School has made it a point to follow closely the ideals
and values inculcated by Dr. (Mrs). YGP, not to mention that it mirrors the
academic and administrative standards of its parent schools. Furthermore, in
keeping with the traditions of PSBB Schools, the school celebrates all festivals,
religious and national with great fervor and spirit. Over and above; students have
been regularly exposed to competitive exams such as ASSET, National &
International Olympiads.

The school has airy well- ventilated rooms with state- of –the- art infrastructure
such as Educomp DTS boards , well equipped labs , not to mention a large
playground that can be used for all categories of sports such as basket ball, throw
ball and foot ball. The school has well trained and experienced teachers who take
pride in instilling in students, not only academic knowledge but moral and ethical
values as well. The school has also started several after school activites such as
yoga, sloka, chess and Indian Music.

